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Mbaga DS et al have presented the global data on OCI burden in a very systematic way. The detailed literature survey conducted for the review is appreciable. The review will surely provide an insight towards the need for change in OCI diagnostic approaches.
There are certain points to be taken into consideration: 1. Line 345 and 346: Two separate values, 12% and 9% are given for Significant variability in the OCI prevalence according to the category of the population in case of chronic liver disease. Authors need to clarify the correct Significant variability percentage for chronic liver disease. 2. Line 370-374: Authors have discussed about the limitations of the study by excluding the OCI burden from highest Hepatitis C prevalence zones such as Africa and South east Asia. In a hope to eradicate HCV by 2030, as recommended by the WHO, it is crucial to determine the burden of OCI in the highest prevalence regions, if the study ‘title’ includes the word ‘global prevalence’. Otherwise, the data presented would not provide the actual picture of the global OCI burden. The current study must include a section in ‘Abstract section’ and all summary sections, stating this limitation. 3. The manuscript suffers many grammatical flaws in certain line, e.g. line 123, 129, 130, 131, 185, 186, 187 etc...The Abstract also suffers from grammatical errors like...."The prevalence of seronegative OCI was elevated Southern Europe"...should read "The prevalence of seronegative OCI was in elevated Southern Europe."